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Abstract: This note raises questions for other number theorists to tackle. It considers a triangle 

arising from some statistical research of John Rayner and his use of some orthonormal 

polynomials related to the Legendre polynomials. These are expressed in a way that challenges 

the generalizing them. In particular, the coefficients are expressed in a triangle and related to 

known sequences in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences. The note actually raises 

more questions than it answers when it links with the cluster algebra of Fomin and Zelevinsky. 
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1 Introduction 

Rayner and Best [7] point out that “the concept of smooth goodness of fitness tests was 

introduced in Neyman [5]” but goodness of fit concepts in general usually go back to Karl 

Pearson [6]. Rayner further pointed out that Jerzy Neyman’s smooth alternative of order k to the 

uniform distribution on (0, 1) has probability density for 

ℎ���, �� = exp � ������� − ����
�

���
� ,   0 < � < 1,   � = 1,2, … 

where K(θ) is a normalising constant and the ����� are orthonormal polynomials related to the 

Legendre polynomials [2]. 

It is the purpose of this note to consider some number theoretic properties of the ����� 

polynomials (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 in Rayner) which, for convenience, we label as Neyman–Rayner 

(N–R) polynomials. 
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2 N–R polynomials 

Rayner lists the first five such polynomials, slightly modified below. We also add some more in 

order to build up a picture of patterns.  

�����   = √1�1� 

�����   = √3�2� − 1� 

�����   =  √5�6�� − 6� + 1� 

�#���   = √7�20�# − 30�� + 12� − 1� 

�%���   = √9�70�% − 140�# + 90�� − 20� + 1� 

�(���   = √11�252�( − 630�% + 560�# − 210�� + 30� − 1� 

�)���   = √13�924�) − 2772�( + 3150�% − 1680�# + 420�� − 42� + 1�. 
The first challenge is to generalize this. 

3 N–R triangle 

We assemble the absolute values of the polynomial coefficients into a triangle, as the row sums 

are all unity if we include the signed values of the coefficients. The row sums are in the right-

most column, and the pertinent OIES references [8] are in the bottom row. Further properties can 

probably be found since the triangle is essentially the same the triangle as T(n, k), the number of 

compatible k-sets of cluster variables in [4] as set out in A063007 of [8], though there would 

seem to be number theory and related combinatorial life left in the triangle as well as in the 

polynomials. 

i Signed values of coefficients Row sum 

0 1       1 

1 2 1      3 

2 6 6 1     13 

3 20 30 12 1    63 

4 70 140 90 20 1   321 

5 252 630 560 210 30 1  1683 

6 924 2772 3150 1680 420 42 1 8989 

OEIS A000984 A002457 A002544 A007744 A106440 A013613 A033999 A001850 

The next challenge is to see if the associated polynomials can be modified in any way so that 

analogues of the Turán expressions for the Hermite polynomials [1] and generating functions for 

the Bessel functions [3] can be found. 
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